DOCUMENTARY DVD catalogue (Feb 2012)

DVDs are available from the
Documentation Centre on the 7th Floor

Investigation into what experts label the most
important political and environmental issue of
the 21st Century - The World Water Crisis.
We can't live without water. You may have
thought it was a human right. In some
places it is now illegal to catch rainwater,
because rain is being considered private
property, including the United States.

The Arctic and Antarctic remain the greatest
wildernesses on Earth. With both Poles under
grave threat from climate change, this may be
the last chance to witness these great
wildernesses before they change forever.

Six Degrees is an extraordinary journey into our
planet's future, to explore the potential impacts of
global warming degree-by-degree through six
degrees Celsius over the next 100 years.

The Age of Stupid stars Pete Postlewaite as a
man living alone in the devastated world of
2055, looking at old footage of seven real
people from now and asking: why didn’t we
stop climate change when we had the chance?
The Truth About Climate Change is a two part
documentary presented by David Attenborough
who asks the question What is the future for our
world?

Candid documentary that offers an alternative,
and controversial, perspective on the global
warming debate

Presented in a straightforward format by former
US Vice President Al Gore. It sets out its
compelling argument about climate change both
methodically and entertainingly.

Juan Accidentes Dominguez is on his biggest case
ever. On behalf of twelve Nicaraguan banana
workers he is tackling Dole Food in a groundbreaking legal battle for their use of a banned
pesticide that was known by the company to cause
sterility.
The story of lawsuit by tens of thousands of
Ecuadorans against Chevron over contamination of
the Ecuadorean Amazon. One of the largest and
most controversial legal cases on the planet
We love our mobile phones! But the production of
phones has a dark, bloody side. The minerals used
to produce phones is coming from mines in Eastern
DR Congo, which is funding a civil war which has
cost the lives of 5 million people

Ethiopian coffee growers struggle against
bankruptcy, earning only a fraction of their beans'
worth. BLACK GOLD follows one man's fight for a fair
price, exposing the truths behind the buying, selling
and consumption of coffee

The film is a user-generated feature-length
documentary, shot on a single day--July 24, 2010--that
enlisted the global community to capture a moment
of their lives on camera. A unique experience that
shows, what it's like to be alive on earth today.
"Garbage Dreams" follows three teenage boys
growing up in the world's largest garbage village, on
the outskirts of Cairo. It is the home to 60,000
Zaballeen, Arabic for "garbage people." who survive
by recycling 80 percent of the garbage they collect.

Just Do It follows climate activists as they
blockade factories, attack coal power stations
and glue themselves to the trading floors of
international banks despite the threat of arrest.

Colin Beavan decides to completely eliminate his
personal impact on the environment for the next
year. It means eating vegetarian, buying only local
food, and turning off the refrigerator.

Behind-the-scenes of the tar sands in Alberta,
Canada. Seen through the eyes of scientists, big oil
officials, politicians, doctors, environmentalists, and
aboriginal citizens directly impacted by the largest
industrial project on the planet today

Canada's tar sands. H2Oil is a feature-length
documentary that asks: what is more important,
water or oil? Will the quest for profit
overshadow efforts to protect public health and
the environment in Canada's richest province?

A look at Chinas’ massive industrial revolution,
and the devastating impact on the
environment.

The film follows a project by the Brazilian artist
Vik Muniz, as he uses recyclable materials from
the massive landfill site of Jardim Gramacho,
Rio De Janeiro, to use in his work.

The Auto industry’s biggest conspiracy
revealed. Why did General Motors’ destroy the
EV-1 electric car in the 1990s?

Is the oil beginning to run out? Shot over 4 years in
13 countries this film uncovers the myths
surrounding the future of world oil supplies.

This award-winning documentary exposes the
problems associated with our energy
consumption. It also offers concrete solutions
for those who want to educate themselves and
be part of the solutions in this decisive era.
A compelling, intelligent and urgent warning that the
age of abundant oil is over. Featuring testimonies
from the world's top experts, conclude that the
Earth's oil supplies are peaking and a crisis of global
proportions looms.

Bees pollinate the food we eat. A mystery
known as ‘Colony Collapse Disorder’ is causing
billions of bees to abandon their hives. Bees
are disappearing all over the planet and no
one knows why!
Food, Inc., is an exposure of America's food industry
which is controlled by a handful of corporations that
often put profit ahead of consumer health, the
livelihood of the American farmer, the safety of
workers and our own environment.

Documentary filmmaker Rupert Murray examines
the devastating effect that overfishing has had on
the world's fish populations

The documentary is based on authoritative and
influential scientific sources, which demonstrate that
livestock farming is one of the most important
causes of global warming.

